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Preface 
Education in America has made rapid progres s , but 
there is an agreement of opinion that all boys and girls 
do not ha ve an equal opportunity to develop their mental 
faculties. 
The supposition that students who attend town 
iii 
and village schools achieve more than those who a ttend rural 
schools i s rather prevalent . !tis with this idea in mind 
that this investigation is made . Many comparisons have 
been made of students in rural schools, but very few have 
attempted to rind whether or not the pupils who graduated 
from rural grade schools achieve as much in high school as 
those boys and girls who gra dua ted from the grade schools of 
the city systems. 
This study will attempt to furnish scientific inform-
ation on this subjeot; to suggest possible causes for exist-
ing conditions; and to furnish data that will show how this 
discrimination may be prevented. 
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CHAPTER I 
mTRODUCTION 
Education in America has progressed rapidly during 
the last several years, however, much remains to be done 
before all boys and girls may be assured of an equal oppor-
tunity to develop their mental facultie s . Since there is 
prevalent in the world today so much agitation agains t 
democracy, it becomes mandatory, i:f we preserve our heri-
tage , to teach all American children its merits. The 
business i n the United States which involves the greatest 
personnel of employees and has for its r aw materials t he 
boys and girls, who will in the future guide the dest iny 
of t his great country is education. 
Educational leaders of t he state and nation realize 
their r esponsibility and the necessity of prevent i ng dis-
crimination between children of the rural sections with 
those who live in cities or towns. However, the economic 
depression has made it more difficult to finance our insti-
tutions ot learning. Too, t he attitude of t he school pat-
rons of the rural areas is such t hat it is necessary to 
sell t he idea of equal opportunities in education to them. 
They must be convinced that it is to their advantage to 
dispense with "The Little Red Schoolhouse" and organize a 
l 
larger unit of learning or avail themselves of the facil-
ities or the city schools. Generally speaking, the Oklahoma 
farmer is conservative and he must be assured that the 
laborer is worthy of his hire and the expenditure will 
yield splendid dividends. 
Psychology teaches that it is better to create in 
a ch ild a desire for a oertain t hing than to force it upon 
him. Educational leaders must use the same psychology on 
the school p trons and gradually show them the advantages 
of the larger units of learning. 
It is t he desire of the author, through the result 
of this study, to be able to add to the vast amount of in-
formation necessary to sell to the public the idea of equal 
educational opportunities for all. Evidence is needed to 
prove that there is very little difference in the mental 
abilities of rural and ton or city children, and only be-
cause of the inequality ot opportunity, the town or city 
child has greater ach ievement. 
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of this thesis is to determine the com-
parative achievement, mental ability, attendance and olassi-
fieation of transfer and of non-transfer pupils. 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This study will be limited t~ one-hundred two 
transfer students and one-hundred fourteen non-transfer 
students chosen as equally as possible from the High Schools 
of Poteau, Panama, and Spiro, Oklahoma for the year 1937-38. 
The study will include a comparison of mental ability, achieve-
ment, attendance, and classification. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Justification of the study is based upon the proposed 
educational plans of the State of Oklahoma. Some of the more 
progressive states educationally are now using a more just 
and economic plan of organization th~n the small district 
system, as a basis for dispensing school funds. Studies 
will have -to be made in order to determine the most ideal 
plan for furthering education. 
This study will attempt to ans er the following 
questions: 
1. How does the achievement of transfer and non-
transfer students vary and compare with each grade and 
group? 
2. How does the attendance of transfer and non-
transfer pupils compare? 
3. How does the .mental ability of transfer pupils 
compare with that of non-transfer pupils? 
4. How does the classification of transfer pupils 
compare with that of non-transfer pupils? 
SOURCE OF DATA 
Some of the data were in existence and some had to 
be created. Data were taken from school records showing 
the name of the pupil, birthday, grade in school, and the 
attendance. 
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The created data were obtained by supervising a 
testing program. The Detroit Intelligence test, and The 
Sones-Harry High Sohool Achievement Test were given. 
This was a. survey test consisting of f our divisions, 
namely, Language and Literature, ME4thematics, Natural 
Science and Social Studies. 
An age-grade distribution of both transfer and non-
transfer students was made from the dates of birth in the 
office records. 
ADEQUACY AND RELIABILITY OF DATA 
One-hundred two transfer and one-hundred fourteen 
non-transfer students were given the tests. Both groups 
are approximately the same in number. 
The tests given are very .reliable and were recom-
mended by Dr. Chauncey at the suggestion of Dr . Haskell 
Pruett, the advisor of this study. Complete instructions 
accompanied with each test and they were given under the 
direct supervision of the Principal of each school. The 
papers were scored according to directions by the potential 
author . 
The students wbo were examined ere chosen accord-
ing to proven scholastic ability and compose an average 
group from eaob school. 
The transfer students a r e t hose who graduated from 
rural grade schools in the hinterland of either Poteau, 
Panama or Spiro, Oklahoma.. Agriculture is the principal 
occupation of the area, however, some coal is mined near 
Poteau and Panama . 
The non-transfer students are those ho attended 
grade school in the city schools of either Poteau, Panama, 
or Spiro , Oklahoma. 
Tb.ere are twenty rural schools surrounding these 
towns from which the students of the transfer group were 
taken. Table I shows a distribution of these schools 
according to the nu."D.ber of teachers •. 
DISTRIBUTION OF RURAL SCHOOLS ACCORDING TO THE NUMBER 
OF TEACHERS 
Table I 
Number and 
Number of Teachers 
Percentage ot I 2 3 4 Totals 
Schools 
Number of 5 8 4 3 20 
Schools 
Schools Per- 25 40 20 15 100 
oentage 
NUMBER OF TRANSFER AND NON-TRANSFER PUPil.S IN EACH 
GRADE TAKING TESTS 
Table II 
Kind of 
Grade 
Pupil § I~ II I2 Total 
Transfer 25 25 29 23 102 
Non-transfer 29 87 25 33 114 
TOTAL 54 52 54 56 216 
TABLE I 
This table shows that five of the t •enty schools or 
twenty-:fiv-e per oent have only one teacher; eight of the 
grou:p, or forty per cent are schools of two teachers eaoh, 
and three of the t enty schools, or fifteen per oent have 
tour teachers ee.oh, hile four of the number, or twenty per 
oent ha.ve three teachers eaoh. There is a total of forty-
five teachers employed in the t wenty schools, or an average 
ot two and one-fourth teachers for each school unit. 
'l's le II shows the distribution of the transfer 
and non-transfer students taking the test according to 
the grade or class enrollment. 
T LE II 
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The above table shm s e diff erence of four f:reshmen, 
two sophomores, and ten seniors 1th the non-transfer pupils 
exoeeding the transfers. However. in tbe junior class the 
8 
transfer students outnumbered the non-transfer group by four. 
A total of two-hundred sixteen students took the test and 
there was a difference oft elve in the two groups. 
SUMMARY 
1.- The problem of this study is to determine the 
comparative achievement, mental ability, attendance, and 
'-- L 
clas s ification of transfer and non-transfer pupils in the 
High Schools of Poteau, Panama, and Spiro, Oklahoma. 
2. The study is limited to thirty-seven transfer 
students at Panama, twenty-eight at Poteau and thirty-
seven at Spiro, Oklahoma. 
Thirty-six, forty-one, and thirty-seven non-transfer 
students took the tests at Panama, Poteau, and Spiro respect-
ively. 
3. This study is justified on the basis of the 
proposed educational plans of the State of Oklahoma. Are 
the rural boys and girls getting an equal chance with the 
town and city children in regard to education? 
4-. The data were obtained by giving the Sones-
Harry Survey Achievement Test and the Detroit Intelligence 
Test and by taking attendance and birth dates from the office 
records. 
5. The data are reliable beoause all the students 
took the tests under ideal supervision and the author did 
the scoring. 
6. Transfer students are t hose who graduated from 
rural grade schools in the hinterland of either Poteau, 
Panama, or Spiro, Oklahoma. 
7. Non-transfer students are those who attended 
grade schools in the city or town sohools . 
9 
lO 
mrn.PTER II 
VfHJ,._T OTHER S1I0UDIES REVlf:.ClL OU THE ~::TUDY OF RUB.AL EDUCATION 
There are toclay in the l'uner ican. Public School system. 
many inequalities. To wh.at extent these discrepancies exist 
betvJeei1 ru:ral and city or town children and the result of 
these differences on the achievement of the rura1 student 
is a logic.al field for study. 
The maj.ority of rural schools he:ve one or two 
teachers vvllO are su];rposed to teach the entire eight grades. 
There are quite a nwnber of graduates of these schools who 
desire to avail themselves o:f th.e privilege of transferring 
to the high school in town in order that they rr~ight continue 
their education. Row does the ,;)chievement, attendance and 
menta.l e.ge of these pupils com.pare ·with that of tl::eir class-
m.a tes 1Nho received tlieir elementary education in the gracte 
.schools of the city or town? Is it difficult fo:r the 
tr3.nsfe:r students to adjust then:.selves to the envi:ronment 
of the highschool or are they possessed with such dynamic 
personalities that the town students are confronted more 
seriously vdth the :problem of orientation? 
COMPARATIVE PROGRESS 
Despite the fact that the work of M:r. Betts is old, 
he rathel' ·well l)ictures the p1.·e:::1emt day rural situation in 
his :publieation ·which was copyrighted in nineteen hundred 
thirteen .. He says, 
"It (the rural school) has as good material to work 
upon in the boys and girls from the farm as any ty:pe 
of schools in the country. They oome of good stock; 
they are healthy and vigorous; and they are easily 
trained to .serious work and res:ponsib.ility. Yet a 
'fery large proportion .of these students possess hardly 
the rudiments of an education when they quit the 
rural school. Many of them go to school for only 
a few months in the year, compulsory education laws 
either being laxly enforced or else altogether lack·-
ing. A very small percentage of the children of the 
farm ever complete eight grades of schooling and not 
a large proportion finish more than half this a.rnount. 
This leaves the child who has to depend upon the 
rural school greatly handicapped in education. He 
has but a. doubtful :proficiency in the mechanics of 
reading aud has read but little. Ee knows the ele-
ments of spelling, writing and numbers but has small 
skill in any of them. 
He knows little of history or literature,. less of 
music, nothing of art and has bu.t a. superficial smat-
tering of science.I 
Further verification of the statement that little 
progress has been n1ade since l'Yir. Betts' statement was pub-
lished is taken from an article written in nineteen hundred 
twenty-eight by Timon Covert regarding the rural schools .. 
l-Kr. Covert recently finished a nation wide study of compar-
ative achievement of studen.ts from one teacher and larger 
schools. He says, 
"If a child is obliged to attend a one teacher 
school, he is for the most part, deniea the oppor-
tunity for work in music and other fine axts and in 
household and industrial arts. His elementary school 
life is limited almost entirely to the drudgery of 
learning simple fundamentals; but in these subjects 
in which he :may be expected to .:nake his best sl1m::Jing 
11 
1. George Herbert Betts, "New Ideals in Rural Schoolstt 
Houghton Mifflin Co .. , Boston, ·19f3-;-pp. 17-18 
inasmuch as his work is practically limited to them, 
he falls far behind the average city child, being nearly 
two years behind at the end of his elementary course."l 
Even as late as nineteen hundred twenty-three the 
joint committee in charge of the rural school survey of 
New York State reported that: 
"The ruxal people of New York State are in a great 
many oases--one might say in a majority of oases--
opposed to consolidation of schools and even to the 
redefining of district lines. To be sure, the farmer 
knows that the little school house cannot carry his 
child very far on the road to kno ledge; it certainly 
cannot give the child a high school education. He 
knows that a little school with small attendance is 
very expensive per pupil. He knows that t he e quip-
ment is meager, and the teacher usually less quali-
fied for work than the teachers in the neighboring 
towns. But the farmer will resist to the bitter end 
any movement on tl:.e part of the Superintendent or the 
State to set up a well e uipped graded school, through 
compulsory consolidat ion. In most communities the 
people are not in an attitude of mind to consider the 
question as applied to their community on its merits." 2 
12 
There are some outstanding exceptions to the condition 
described above. A transition has been taking place with 
increasing impetus during the last decade. Schoharie County, 
a small area located on the northern fringe of the Catskill 
mountains stands in the front rank of counties in the Empire 
State that have blazed a new trail in school administration. 
Table III p ictures t he public school organiza tion of Schoharie 
county in 1855. 
1. Timon Covert, "Educational Achievements of One 
Teacher and Larger Schools" , Bulletin 15, Dept. of Interior, 
Washington D. G., 1928, p. 17 
2. Elwood P. Cubberly, "An Introduction To The 
Study of Education," Houghton Mifflin Co., Riverside Press, 
Cambridge, p . 395 
Tl--IE SCHOOL ORGAl,IIZATION OF SCHOHJ\.HIE COUNTY, NEW YORK IN 
1886 
TABLE III 
Number .schools 
Number teachers 
Number pupils 
Average nu:mbe.r :pu:plls per school 
'fax Income 
Public funds 
Total for schools 
.Average amount tor each school 
School libraries 
Volumes in librarien 
County population 
:J:ABLE IV 
183 
183 
85?0 
45.7 
$7578.00 
i4690.00 
~112256.00 
z~o7.03 
170 
16915 
33070 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS lli SCHOHARIE COUNTY, NE{: YORK; 1938 
Number of central rural schools 
Number of one room sohool inside. 
central rural school 
Number one room schools outside 
central rural school 
Mum.bar two room schools 
52 
31 
2 
TABLE V 
COMPARlSOl\'J OF SCB:001 SD?-PORT IN SCHOR1RIE COUNTY, NEW 
YORK, 1855-1938 
·1855 
Teachers 185 
Pupils 8370 
Total valuation not rec'd 
Number schools 183 
Local Tax ,Support 617) 
State aid 59% 
Average teachers l)er school l 
Largest nuraber taac:bers per school 
1938 
2~ 
4322 
~~18. 182, 428. 97 
70 
21% 
79% 
3.45 
9 1 
14 
It is g:ra.tifying that educe.tors early in the nine-
teenth centu:ry were aware of the necessity of a large.r unit 
of school. Too, we know that as early as eighteen hundred 
ninety, Salt Lake City, Utah saw the aavants.ges of consolid-
ation and reorganized its smreral districts under one school 
board. On December 1, 1904 they resolved to consolidate the 
the schools. 
Consolidation had become so popular ·with school 
leao.o:co t1nd the legislature tbat in nineteen hundred fifteen 
the Utah legilature made consoli.dation compulsory in every 
county in the state. 
I. Ednlund north.roar, Moot, "qountl Transitions" 
Nations Schools Vol. 22, No. 1, July 1938, p. 35.;.35. 
The accompanying table shows hov;," from 190?-21 the 
schools advanced in Box Elder school district v,/hich is 
nearly as large in area as the state of 3;Iassachusetts. Com-
parisons of I)rog:ress it will be noted v.rere made in 1921 
eover0 ing fourteen years, a period suff'lciently long to test 
·the effects of consolidation. The comparisons show that 
during the fi:rst fourteen years of consolidation, while the 
population of the district, had increased fifty per cent, 
the average da,ily attendance in school increased eighty-
two per cent .. The total promotions in all grades in-
creased more thari 100%; the eighth grade 200%; and the 
ninth more than five hundred per cent .. l 
It is apparent that the infor:ma.tion listed should 
serve as evidence in favor of consolidation. 
Widespread :publicity has been given. the small one 
teacher schools of the State of Kansas .. Recently, one 
metropol1.tan neu·}spaper devoted one entire :page of roto-
gravure pictures, accompanied by a long deso1'iptive 
article of a one teacher school in Cherokee county ha,ring 
only one pupil .. Kansas answered her c:ritics by passing 
two new lav1s wtich offer inducement to eliminate one room 
schools. 
On the basis of statistical evidence these nevv 
laws have been helpful. From 1918 to 1928, four-hundred 
Charles H. Skidmore, "Progress Follows Consolidationr• 
The :Nations Schools, Vol 22, :No. 2, Aug .. 1938, pp 14-15 
thirty one room schools were closed.. The following 
table shows the number of districts that have not 
maintained their own schools and have sent children 
to other schools. 
Year 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 
1931-32 
1932-33 
1935-34 
1934-35 
1935-36 
1936-37 
Districts vdth closed 
schools sending children 
elsewhere. 
227 
257 
260 
276 
281 
2'18 
475 
537 
840 
Ino:rease over 
Last Year 
30 
3 
16 
5 
195 
64 
3051 
1111.is table proves oonelusively that although the 
process is slow an added zest became evident a:rter the 
new law of 1935 :was passed. I{arry A. Little of the 
Georgia State Department of Education says, 
16 
"There are ·in the United States today a great 
number of small public schools despite one hundred 
years of advocacy of larger consolidated units. 
This-situation is due in part to the educational 
philosophy of' school officials and to the traditional 
attitude of' school patrons, but it is also due in 
part to tbe la.ck of scientific iriformation as to 
the exact results to be expected from consolidated 
schools.ff . 
· · w. E. Sheffer, "Kansas Answers Its Critiosn 
The Nation's Schools, Vol. 22, No. 4, Oct. 1938, p. 33 
HOW SCITOOLS OF BO:: ELDER DISTRICT, UT.AH ADllJJ.'10.E!D DHD:11'R 
GOUSOLIDATI01J FROM 1907 to 1921. 
Census 6-18 yrs. 3830 
TABLE VI 
At consolidation 
19017 
Average daily attendana& 2801 
% ceneus i:tl daily at·tenda:uce 68 
Elll' olle d • 9-12 03 
Total pi:omotions 2375 
8th Grade promotions 135 
9th Grade promotions 65 
High School Graduates O 
1921 
5747 
4135 
82 
865 
4910 
428 
432 
68 
17 
Percent 
50 
82 
21 
12113 
106 
202 
585 
All 
At present there are 127,244 local school dist-
ricts in the United States with an average of 200 pupils 
enrolled in each unit. Thousands of these schools, how-
ever, have enrollments of less than ten children and can-
not afford a complete program of education with so few 
pupils. There are 424,000 school board members and about 
839,879 teaching positions or one-half as many school board 
members as teachers. 
The study reveals that in two hundred thirteen 
of two hundred twenty three counties reorganization will 
result in an actual decrease in clear cost. The average 
decrease in cost for the entire two hundred twenty three 
counties being 7.8 percent of original cost. If only the 
rural schools are included in basal percentage, the mean 
average decr~ase is 9.2 percent-- Mr . Little states, 
· "My study reveals quite satisfactorily that any 
increased cost that may have resulted over the country 
is largely due to a better school program, rather 
than to consolidation of schools.nl 
Transportation is another problem confronting 
proponents of consolidation, however, it has been found 
that there are many factors which cause transportation 
costs to vary. Evans found thai, 
"The average cost pex bus mile or per pupil mile 
is of little value--comparisons of the total cost of 
1. Harry A. Little, "Do Consolidated Schools 
Cost More1" Dept. of Ed. Ga. s . ,C:- for Women, 1'he Nation's 
Schools, Vol. 14 July-Dec. _1934 p . 24, No. 6. 
18 
projects of a given size are more valid. Much of the 
expense involved is not dependent on mileage."l 
In an article appearing in a recent number of 
"School Life", Walter H. Gaumnitz, senior specialist in 
rural education problems, United States offices of Edu-
cation discusses at some length the elimination of the one 
teacher school during the last twenty years. It is apparent 
that this type or school is still an important educational 
institution in the United States and that any adequate pro-
gram of education must give due weight to this fact. The 
following paragraphs are quoted from Mr. Gaumnitz's article: 
"Turning our attention to the statistics it will be 
seen that in twenty years from nineteen hundred sixteen 
to t hirty-s ix, the total number of one teacher schools 
has been reduced from 200,094 to 132,831. This is a 
reduction of almost exactly one to three. In 1916 
the one teacher schools constituted 71.1 per cent of 
all the schools in the United States ; in 1936 they 
were only 56.7 per cent of the total. Considering 
the problem in terms of all the teachers employed in 
the public schools of the nation, the data shows 
that t wenty years ago nearly one t hird of them were 
in one teacher schools; at present only about one in 
seven is employed in such schools. Appraising the 
place of these schools in the total educational 
picture on the basis of teachers, therefore, each of 
which may be t hougrt of as a classroom, it i s clear 
that the one ~ ~ .1 s chool is at present less than half 
as important numerio~lly as it was two decades ago. 
The growth in the size of the larger schools has in-
creased the total ~eaching staff much faster than it 
has been reduced by the abandonment of these small 
schools--There can be no doubt that in whatever way 
we may look at the matter, the one teacher schools 
1 . Frank. o. Evans,"Factors Affecting the Cost 
or School Transportation in California", . U. s. of7foe'or 
Education, Bulletin no. 29, 1930,p. 21, Bureau of Public-
ations Teacher's College, Columbia University. 
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have during the past twenty years been passing out of 
t he educat ional ladder very rapidly--However, they 
still constitute 62.8 per cent of all those located 
in rural communit ies. They still enroll close to t hree 
million .American boys and girls . It must , therefore, 
be said with emphasis t hat the small school still 
forms a very important segment of our public school 
system and that it should be treated as such--To regard 
this institution as a thing of. the past no longer just-
ifying the time and effort of ~chool leaders to seek 
improve ent woul seem from the statistics and a r guments 
ava ilable to be an erroneous point of view and a short 
sighted policy."l 
It is a foregone. conclusion tha t the rural one room 
school is a present day problem for educators. The enormity 
and seriousness of the question is brought more vividly to 
the attention of school men when it is known that, 
nsfxty per cent of the next generation's voting 
power is in the rural schools today and probably ~ne 
halt of these will never attend a better school." 
The preservation of a democratic form of govern-
ment i s t he desire of every loyal American. Therefore, if 
the majority of the voters of tomorrow are in the rural schools 
and if education is the criterion upon which this preservation 
depends, it becomes mandatory of the American people to imp-
rove the schools in the rural areas. 
1. w. H. Gaumitz, ".Q.a!. Teacher School_!!! American 
Education System" Elem. Sch. Journal, 1938, pp . 649-50. 
2. J . F. B. Waters, "A Study of Select Elementary 
Schools of Cleveland County, Oklahoma ." 
A Study in Rural School Finance and Organization 
Masters Thesis, o. u. Norman , Okla. 1930, p . -58 
"The problem of how to redirect the rural ' schools 
and make them efficient rural social institution is not 
a simple one, and the difficulties in the way of such a 
simple one and the difficulties in the way of such an accom-
plishment must not be underestimated," says Elwood P. 
Cubberly. "The decreasing ~>attendance of the rural schools; 
the peculiar attitude of mind of the farm population; due 
to the lack of social contact and cooperation; the inad-
equate school equipment; the poorly trained teachers, and 
the temporary nature of their employment; the low salaries; 
and meager financial support; the almost total absence of 
the supervision of a constructive and helpful type; and the 
lack of a unity of effort and a definite program for helping 
are a few of the chief difficulties lhioh beset the pat~ of 
t hose who would improve and transform the rural school. " l 
1. !!wood "P . Gubberly, "Rural Life e.nd Education" 
Revised and Enlarged Edition, Riverside~t'6ooks in Education, 
Houghton Mifflin Co., p. 172-173. 
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COMPARATIVE ACHIEVJfu\uENT 
School patrons who live in rural districts will 
argue that students in their school achieve as Illuch as those 
boys and girls who attend the grade school in town. The 
purpose of this study is to furnish information with argu-
ments both for and against this state:me11t. 
L. J. Bennett, who conducted an extensive survey 
of educational achievements in rural schools of Miami Gounty, 
Ohio found that the consolidated schools can be made more 
effective than the one room school even for the teaching 
of the traditional subjects. Too, he concluded that the 
village schools are consistently better than those in the 
rural sections.l 
lilf. J. Van Wacenen, assistant professor of educational 
psyc:h1::,logy, University of :Minnesota, made a comparative study 
of pupil achievement in rural, tovm, and city schools. 
I1he survey covered some of the schools in the school districts 
in nearly every county in the State of Nlinnesota and was 
r:1..q_de extensive enougn to include from 1500 to 2500 
in eight month rural schools in each of six groups. There 
were approxin1ately 2500 in eight month rural schools. There 
were approximately 1500 in nine months schools, and about 
2000 each in four groups representing the total of si:x groups, 
l. L. J. Bennett, "The Use of Tests and Measure-
ments In Rural Schoolsn N. r-A. 1tddresses and Proceedings, 
'!922, p':" IT6"7 . -· -- -
• 
of to 'll nd smnll city schools .. The follo ing statements 
are ""ome or the. :results Van Wagenen found in hio ,,Survey: 
"The for.re of school or class organization seems to 
play a sign1f1ca.ot part in school achievmnent. In 
reading for comprehension, the pupils of the graded 
schools are more than half a year in advance of the 
pupils in the nine months rurn schools; 1n reading 
for interpretation, they are slightly in ~dvance. In 
American I.Iisto1 , the eighth rade pu})ils of the ~ra ed 
schools ar-e .... lightly in adv nee int c jnforI!l.ation 
phase and ecidedly in ad~(nco . n tbo thought phase, 
especially the boys . A similar tendene~ holds true 
for the tr ought and information 1 .. ases of geography 
in the seventh grade . In ~rithmotio , t e gr ded pupils 
are somev1hat superior in the fun a.mental operations 
and decidedly superior in the ease of the eizhth grade 
in ability to solve problems . uite es marked is the 
ea.me tendency 1n spelling bility, e.nd deo1dedly 
rked is it in ability to ·rite nglish Composition. " l 
This study ~es very reliable and the results are 
in favor of the gradod schools . It is logical to expect 
that conditions existing in l nnesota are true in a major-
ity of oases in every state .. Hore adequate equ pm.ent and 
better qu lif ied teachers determined the diff,erence . Van 
Wagenen further tates, 
"The evidenoe is clear that while mental ability is 
at the basis of school achievement, teaching oond1t1ons 
also play a significant p rt . " 2 
; more thorough investigE'.tion ot u-. van i agenen ' s 
study shows that the seventh grade rural pupils are approxi-
Il'JD. tel:., :four ont lS ounge:r r ezit lly than th .. s me trade of 
the to •n and city ~upils . The eighth grade rurnl students 
i . D. J . Van Wasenen~ ''Comparative 1. upil Achieve-
ment in Rural , Town , an'" City Sohools . n p . '71 
- - 2. !b·id p . ,r-
are about six months younger mentally than the town and city 
students of the eighth grade . It is evident from t h is that 
rural students repeatedly finish the eightl"1 grade oonsiderably 
younger mentally tha the to ··n and city pupils . Usin this 
information as a basis, Van Wagenen thinks should as large a 
proportion of rural pupils a town and city p ~ils ev~ntually 
enter High Dcl:ool 'the discrepancy bet,.een the attainmonts of 
the to groups ~ould be more in favor of the town or city 
children thun his evidence has shown. 1 
A comparati e study of city school children and 
rural students v.as made by Clifford Jlndre Strozier , in 1931. 
He compared the pupils of the fifth , sixth, seventh, and eighth 
grades of Newkirk with and equal number of pupils of the same 
grades of selected rural schools of Kay County, Oklahoma in 
which Newkirk is located. 
Strozier concluded from the results of h is study 
that in the fifth , sixth, seventh, and eighth grades, the 
city students have greater native abilities and have achieved 
more in school than have the ru1·al children of the sarae grades . 
The rural school children are older chronologically than the 
city children. 2 
Mr. Strozier's study is in Oklahoma. schools and the 
city students excelled both mentally and scholastically. 
i . 6p. Cit . M. J . Van Wagenen p . 73 
2. Clifford Andrew Strozier , "A Comparative 
Study of City School Children and Rura! School Children." 
MastersThesis, o. u. Norman, oluahoma, 193l. 
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It would be presumptuous to assume that since it is true in 
one situation, the same result would occur, if studies were 
made over t he entire state. However, the evidence was rather 
oonolusive in this experiment. 
Chapman, Crosby, and Eby made a comparative study of 
educational measurement of one room rural and oity school 
oh1ld?en of northern Ohio. An unselected group or seventy-
one children from one room rural schools, ages distributed 
from eleven to thirteen years was compared with a similar 
number or students in the city of Cleveland by administering 
nine psychological and educational tests. The following 
information was taken from their conclusions. 
"In the tests ot abilities which were independent of 
school training, namely, cancellation, substitution, 
opposites, spelling, there were but small differences 
in the attaiments of the two groups; but in the remain-
der of the tests, namely, information, addition, writing, 
hard direotions , and compositions , the rural children 
were notably inferior. The inferiority seems to be 
directly proportionate to the extent that the tests 
were complex and school conditioned . In addition and 
composit ion , the inferiority was that of two to two and 
one half years. The variability of rural school child-
ren was slightly greater than that of city school child-
ren tn tests independent of school training and mu1h greater in tests dependent upon school training." 
The information furnished in their tudy shows con-
clusively that the rural school ohildren have achieved less 
than city boys and girls in their respective grades. 
i. Chapman, J. Crosby and Eby, H. L., ttA Com:earative 
Study£! Educational easurements .2!. ~~Rural~ City 
Schools," Journal of Ed. Research, Oct. 1920, p. 636-46. 
L. v. Cavins, in his survey of education in west 
Virginia, found that in the elementary grades the one and 
two room schools are somewhat below the national standards, 
except in spelling, while the city and consolidated schools 
were almost equal to the standards in eaoh subject . 1 
lore specific information regarding the number of 
rural students who were below the national standard was 
given by J'. F. Kelly in his study, "Retardation in Rural 
Schools ." According to ~ . Kelly , thirty-one per cent 
of those in the seven months schools ~ere below the national 
standards. 2 
In 1923, the Department of Rural Education of the 
National Education Association earried out a nation wide 
testing program in which 80,000 papers in consolidated and 
one room schools were obtained. L. M. Favrot says, 
"Bothe grade and age achievement differences are in 
favor of the consolidated school; the gener al median 
differenoes in both oases being 33 per cent of a 
year's work. In other words , the consolidated school 
ohild in the grades three to eight is approximately 
fifty-seven days ahead of the one room school child in 
the five subjects in which these children had been · 
tested. The students ere tested in Reading, ~riting, 
Spelling, Arithmetic, and Language." 3 
1. t. 
State Dept. of 
2. F. 
Rural Schools" 
v. Cavins, "A survey of Education In Vlest Va." 
Ed. Charleston, w. Va. 1929, 160 pages. 
1. Kelly and A. K. Loomis, "Retardation in 
Journal of Ed. Research, Vol. 1, 1920. 
3. L. Favrot, ''Discussion of the Report of the 
Committee on a Comparative Study of Instruction in the 
Consolidated and One Teacher Schools ," N. S. A. Addresses 
and Proceedings, 1924, p. 667-672. 
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The reliability of thio survey is undenied because 
of its extent. Eighty thousand papers were scored. Samples 
were taken from various sections of the nation and the result 
was practically the same as that of those studies which were 
listed as limited to schools within one county or even or 
smaller units of territory. 
Lloyd •• Grigsby conducted a testing program in Spiro, 
Oklahoma, High School. He gave psychological and achievement 
tests to eighty-tour. non-transfer students and eighty-one 
transfer students. The tests were reliable and were given 
and scored according to directions . The following excerpt 
was taken from Mr. Grigsby's conclusions: 
"The non-transfer pupils have a higher native cap-
acity than the transfer pupils. Eleven and one-tenth 
percent of the transfer pupils were below normal in 
mental ability compared with two and five-tenths per-
cent of the non-transter pupils. 
The results of a battery of ten tests given under 
identical conditions show that the non-transfer pupils 
rank higher in achievement on every test than the trans-
fer pupils. The following shows the average amount of 
achievement of the non-transfer pupils over the transfer 
pupils in each subject testedZ 
Score in reading 
Reading in quotients 
Composition 
Principles of grammar 
Sentence structure 
Spelling of easy words 
Spelling of hard words 
Word Knowledge 
Quality of handwriting 
Rate of handwriting 
Arit hmetic 
Algebra 
General Science 
.American History 
3.4 points 
10 points 
1 point 
1 . 5 
l 
7.3 
15.2 
8.6 
. 9 
14.8 
.6 
1.1 
5. 3 
9.6 
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The final conclusion is that the :rural rchool is less 
efficient than the town and city school." 
The majority of studies :reported on have had reference 
to grade children before they were elibible for High School. 
This survey shows that the superiority of t he city child is 
consistently true through each of the grades in the secondary 
school. 
C. W. Stone and J. • Court is compared the students 
of the one room rural school with t he rade students in the 
village schools of Spokane County, Vashington. The pupils of 
the rural schools were paired with s tudents of equal ability 
in graded schools. Four-hundred twenty were included in the 
study. There were two-hundred twelve in the ninth grade, one-
hundred sixty-three were in the seventh and eighth and for t y-
five were eighth grade pupils who took the eighth grade examin-
ation. The result~ of the study may be summarized as follows : 
In the ninth grade the pupils in the eraaed schools were three 
and eight tenth sc~ool months in advance of the pupils in the 
one room schools; in the seventh and eighth grades the studies 
of the graded schools were five and six tenths school months 
in advance of the rural schools. The achievement of pupils 
of graded schools are shown by each comparison made to be 
greater than achievement of pupils in one room schools who 
were matched with them. 
I . Loyd w. Grigsby , "A Comparison of Transfer and 
Non- Transfer Students in the High School of sj)Iro, Oklahoii'ia'n 
lJasters Thesis, okiahoma Uii'Iversity, 1037 
The superiority of the graded school has been quite 
generally answered, but the rural school typefied in the 
past by the "little red schoolhouse," still has supporters 
who are not willing to concede inferiority. l 
1 . c. w. Stone, .J. • Courtis, "Progress of 
Equivalent One Room and Graded School Pupils . " --
Journal ol ~ Researcli; Vol. 16, 1§27, pp 260-64. 
The statement that a school is as good as its teach-
ers is surely true.. The entire rural neighborhood de:pends 
upon the teacher to not only perform her duties in the elass-
room well, but also to use her initiative and leadership to 
promote whatever activity in which the community might be-come 
interested. If she is the dynamio, energetic and well 
qualified ind.i.vidual that she should be, he:r job tor at 
least a year is secure.. However,. should she al'ou.se the 
displeasure of any :member of the board of education her 
tenure in that district might be limited to one or two 
years. This, as well as a better salary, more inst;ructlonal. 
$Uppl.ies., more pleasant cond-itions in which to work and 
ma~y other advantages induce the better rural teachers to 
move into the eity systems. 
Oubberly says that the cities have enticed the best 
rural teachers 1:.1:way from the country districts by inoTeasing 
their wages and offering them other advantages the rural 
school cannot furnish. 1 
Circumstances o!' this nature have resulted in the 
younger, less experienced and poorer qualit'i.ed tea~hers 
turning to the rural sc·hool for employment. Those of this 
numbex who are efficient will follow their predeoessors to 
the o,ity .. 
1. · :&fv10od P. Cubberly, Op. Cit. p. 100 
This information was .based. tipon conditions exist-ing 
1n forty three states. No statistics were available in the 
other five states. The deplorable conditions regarding :prep-
aration of teachers is described in the following: 
"Over half a million children are still taught by 
teachers \'\iJ'.:i.o have never studied beyond. the elementary 
sohool; approximately three million children by teachers 
who have never been graduated from a high school; ap-
proximately two and one half millions by beginning 
teachers, who v,;ork mo.stly without any supervision; and 
about the same number by teacher too young to be allowed 
to vote." ·1 
Teachers who work in distriots in which very feV'J, 
if any of the patrons al'e educated have less incentive to 
attend school. Those who work in the laxger sehools find 
oom:petition more keen and there develops in them a pride 
of :profession which serves as an impetus f'or better :prof-
essional preparation.. 
An example of teachers in a larger unit attaining 
higher learning and better -certi.fioates is cited. in th.e 
study of w. E. Sheffer regarding the closing. of rural schools 
in Kansas. Mr. Sheffer submits this statement: 
"Before these schools entered cooperative areas 11 
percent held state certificates; 60 :pereent held county 
certificates. After entering cooperative areas the 
children were taught by teachers 60 percent of whom 
had state certificates and only 20 percent held county 
certificates. Before entering the cooperative areas 
43 of the schools had an eig~t month term, later tvrenty-
two had a nine month term." 
!. 
page 45. 
2. 
N. :E. A. Research Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 1, Table 20 
W. E. Sheffer, Op. Cit., P. 34 
Obviously, teachers sough~ higher certificates whe:m 
they became part of' a higher unit. 
Van Wagenen, in connection with h:ls survey on com-
pa.1'ative pupil achievement in ,rural, town, or oity schools 
measured the e,bilities of e.:pproJ:i.rr12tely on thousand students 
preparing in the high school training classes for teaching. 
From the res tu ts of theee tes·ts, he was prepa.red to make the 
:following s~atement: 
ff'l.:r:tst beginning ru:ral sch.ool teachers should know so 
little more of the content of instruction than the 
pupils v:b.om they. plHn to tee.oh is undoubtedly startling. 
Whether or not teachers of even considerable experience 
have had tb.e opportunity of acquiring much greater· a.bili-
ties in these su.bjeets 111.ny be questioned, at least, at 
p;J.1esent we do not know. It the teacher's knowledge of 
the subject ls of much signifieano.e in teaching surely 
here is need f<>r advancement. High mental ability can 
only be selected tor the teaching profession; greater 
knowledge of the subject matter may be acquired if 
adequate time iB set asida tor it. 1:ven the selection 
of students of markedly high mental ability cannot in 
itself be counted upon to provide mu.oh greater abilities 
in the content or instruction. Only a considerably 
loneer period ot training--much of it devoted to the 
aoq_uisition of abilities in the content subjects of 
inst:r.uction--oan p:rovide the intellectual leader- .. 
ship of teaohers among their more gifted pupile. 0 1 
Seleotion of teachers is one of the biggest problems 
of school administrators. There are many factore to be done 
and eon..sidered before judgr;.ent is passed on an applicant. 
The following are eome o.f tLe ol1araeter is ties a teaohe:r 
should have: personality, loyalty, and service, professional 
training, Qha:racter, comm.on sense, adaptability, personal 
· appea.ra.nee, in.itlative and selt confidence, good morals, age, 
and good health. A tee.cher may have all of these and be 
I. Van Wagenen, Op. Cit., P• 144 
It~ I.~ I£; 1.\ Y 
gifted with many more worthy traits, but un.less 8ocf;!7 1939 
a desire to tea 
oertai::::i. portion. 
and a love for crJiluren, failure is Ler 
. ' , . 
. . 
,: " ' 
" 0 
0 •• 
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It is a human characteristic to enjoy those things 
which are attractive) and certainly the rural boys and girls 
should not be criticized for poor attendance, beoaus.1c; the 
schools ·wldch it is their fate to attend have ,reJy few traits 
which might apreal to their aest;hetic ss:a.se. O.ubberly. pictures 
the situation in the :following 1nanner;_ 
"Such school ii lack interest, enthusiasm and impulses 
to action and usually have poor attendance and short 
terr.as. For such schools the f'inancial su1?.;:.·ort is usually 
small and moral support weak. The frequent change 
in teachers; the inadequate supervisiou; the touching 
laok of proper direction; and the poor, inadequate and 
·too often run down. school building :makes the school 
almost wholly lacking in the elements which are. so 
necessary to rnake it 8.f important factor in the lives 
of country children." 
The Oklahoma. Education Survey Commission furnishes 
valuable information on attendance in its report of conditions 
existing in thig stE•_te. T\-"ven.ty-three pe.rcent of the total 
number of students enrolled in one teacher schools attended 
less than two months; thirty-five per cent attended less than 
three months; for-ty-si:x:. per cent were in school less than four 
months; fifty-four per cent attend.ea less than five months; 
sixty-three per cent attended less than six months; seventy-
five per cent were in school less than. seven months, and ninety .... 
five per cent attended less than eight n:onths. The record. of 
the two room school is little better. In one case, ten of the 
I. Elwood P. Cubbe:rly, Op .. Cit., p. 166 
one-hundred twenty-five students enrolled were present the 
day the committee visited. In fully ninety per cent of the 
schools visited, the followin conditions are observed: 
Rooms were bare and unattractive; class organization was in-
efficient; lesson assignments were indefinite with a tend-
ency to stimulate effort on the part of t he children for a 
short period of time only; children were expected to repeat 
the lesson as given in the book as i ndividuals to the teacher 
instead of doing original thinking and challenging the atten-
tion of their classmates when reciting. l 
This information is of s pecial value because it relates 
to th conditions existing in the rural schools of Oklahoma. 
Such haphazard attendance by the boys and girls of these scho-
ols will insure the ir achievement of bu.t little scholastically, 
regardless of their mental ability. 
In order that evidence from another section of the 
United States may be furni shed, the consolidated report of 
the state educational commission on the Public School System 
of North Carolina is c ited. The percentage or enrollment in 
average daily attendance in one teacher, two teacher, three 
teacher, four to six teac er, seven and above teacher schools 
of Wake County White elementary schools is listed. One 
teacher schools have 60.9 per cent; t wo teacher schools have 
1. Oklahoma Ed. Survey Commission Public Instruction 
in Oklahoma, Bulletin'""T4, ~eigi of Interior Bureau of Education 
Washington , D. c., .!§3'17 p. · 
66.2 per cent; three teacher schoolG (-) ,"'l'j ;- t ve ou.~ per cen; 
a.bove teacher schools have 73. 5 per eent;. 1 
.An ino:re1:HH:: of 12. 3 per ce:n.t of sn::rollir1ent in a 1rerage 
dnily attendance in the four to six teacher school over the 
one teacher school is shown. Too, t.he dat.a shov~· that an 
increcuc1e in tl:H"- s:tze o:C the :rural schools would increase the 
attendance ot :rm:al boys and. girls. 
In order that t::ti.e general public may bec.om6 more 
conscious of' these proble1ns of' attend.a1we in :rural schools, 
Et table showing the a·verage c1ai1y attendance in the :rural 
schooLs of Kansas during the school year 1935 and 1936 ls 
TABLE VII 
TEACHER SCHOOL 1935-36 
Average Daily At;tenc1ance 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 to 10 
01~' ONE 
No. of Schools 
59 
131 
202 
338 
393 
2552 
Y:-nconsolidated Report of the Sta.te Educational 
Corr..mission on tlle Public School sifstem of 1·forth Carolina': 
p. !36. -- -
1 to 7 
11 to 15 1898 
16 to 20 820 
21 to 25 272 
25 to 30 95 
31 to 35 27 
36 to 40 5 
41 to more 3 
The average daily attendance per teacher was 11.1 pupils 
This table is eelf explanatory, however, the situntion 
111as so deplorable that school men marvel at ho1q one thousand 
and three schools of no more than five average daily attend-
ance could exist in any state during thi:::, age of educational 
advance.m.ent.. Four-thousand six hundred and seventy-five teach-
ers were working in schools 1.vhicl1 had an average, average 
daily attendance of eleven and one-tenth pupils. 
'I'he situation in :Kansas is certainly not a true one 
over the United ata tee, bu.t so.r,ething is drastically wrong 
when. such a large percentage of' boys and ::t,irls of high school 
age are not in attendance in some secondary school of the natiam. 
Dr. H. P. Rainey of the American Council on Eclucation says, 
"OU:r democratic philosophy of ea.ucation has cormnitted 
us to the :principle of :providing an education at public 
expense to each .American youth... It is t:r.·ue that this 
comrrdt:ment has been oornpletely fulfilled. Yet at the 
present tiL'lle, for the count.ry as a whole, ap1n:.·oxim.ately 
65 per cent of the high school population from 4 to 8 
years is enrolled in school. Conversely this means 35% 
V:. E. Sheffer, O:p. Clt. p. 33 
1 
of high school population is not enrolled in high schools. 
It is also significant that there is a wide variation 
among the states with respect to t.tis :per cent of pupils 
of high sohool e.ge enrolled in high school. These facts 
for a number of the states are worth noting. 
STATE 
Alabama. 
Arkansas 
Mississippi 
s. Carolina 
Illinois 
Ohio 
New York 
1Y1assachnsetts 
California 
Nevada. 
t\Tyoming 
Washington 
Utah 
PERCEJ:JTAGE 
28 
33o5 
35.'7 
35.8 
62. r7 
68.11 
72.9 
?4.1 
85.8 
86.3 
86.6 
90.8 l 
95 •. 6 
The leadership shown by Utah is explained by M.ro Skidmore 
in the following r;;tate1aent: 
ttCompulsory attendance laws induced through ccmsolid-
ation, which required attendance up to the eighteenth 
year (passed. in 1919} assisted materially on high school 
level. As a consequence the number of high school grad-
uates from Box Elder District v:as more than doubled from 
·the yea:r 1921 to 1925 and trebled from 1921 to 1926." 2 
According to the data in the table, the greatest :per 
cent of students of high school age in the extreme west are 
in school. 
The lov;;est percent v:as 33. 25 per cent wr:s.ich ·was an 
average of the fou:r southern states listea. Georgia showed 
the lowe:::it percentage by meriting only 28 per cent. 
1. Charles H. Skidmore, Op. Cit., p. 16 
2. Ibid, p. 650 
Year's 
work 
3 
• 
4. 
5. 
7. 
1. 
2· 
4• 
5. 
6· 
7• 
8• 
1• 
1rhe :rural teacher is confronted v;ith rnany- problems 
but one which ranks f'ir·st in i.m:po:rtance is the daily prog-
ram and tii:;;~e allotment. The teaching of each class is ber 
res:ponsibili ty and she must divide the tira€J as equitably as 
:possible. The i:m:portance of tb.e subject guides her in plan-
ning her daily :program.. In order that the magnitude of this 
task m .. ay be .more fully :realized. two ·workable daily programs 
are listed. 
course 
of 
Study 
255 
76 
96 
123 
178 
32 
32 
108 
108 
160 
195 
232 
50 
Classes 
General 
Reading 
Readiug 
Individual 
and class 
Instruction Grades 
Exercise all 
Class 3 
Instruction 4 
Reading When 5-6 
Reading Desired 7-8 
.Reading Class 1 
Reading Instruction 2 
Daily 
!Spelling Directed all 
Play all 
Arithmetic Class 
Arith. Class 5 
Instruction 
Aritll. Vllien 0 
Arith. Desired 7 
Arith. 8 
Numbers Class 1 
Directed 
Time Begin Study 
10 9:00 Directed 
10 9:10 Study 
10 9:20 20 
10 9:30 Min. 
10 9:40 Reol-
10 9:50 tations 
10 10:00 40 
15 10:10 Min. 
15 10:25 15, 
4 10:40 Directed 
10 10:50 Study 
10 11:00 20 
10 11:10 Min .. 
10 11:20 Reoi-
10 11!30 tation 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
7 
1 
2 
,z 
<.I 
l 
2 
r.z 
V 
5 
6 
7 
7 
68 !!umbers I11st:ruction 2 10 11:40 60 
85 JArith. Daily 5 10 11:50 Jl-Tin. 
All oO 12:00 60 
134 Lang. Class 5 10 l :00 Directed 
l5t, tang .. Instruction 6 10 1 :10 Study 
184 Gr am,113. I' Whe11 7 10 1 :20 25 
222 Gramm.rel!' Desired 8 10 1 :30 Min. 
207 Phys & Civics 7 10 1 :40 
39 Read-Lang Class 1 ? 1 :50 Recitation 
64 Read-:Lnng Instruction 2 8 2 :00 
82 tang-Write Daily 3&4 10 65 
Writing all 15 Min. 
Lunch Directed all 15 2 :15 Directed 
Flay 
71 Reading & Class 1 7 2 :45 Directed 
71 Oonstr- Instruction 2 8 2 :52 Study 
uotion work 
111 H0:!!10 Geog D ·1 ai. ":l 3&4 10 3 :00 25 
141 Geog. Class 5&6 10 3 :10 Min. 
167 Hist. Inst:ruotio11 6 10 3 :20 Recd-
197 Geog. iNhen 7&8 15 3 :30 tation 
:.:.,; Hist. Desired ?&8 15 3 :45 50 
Dismissal 4 :00 Min. 
T::Ja r,rogram is presented as a model of a one-:room school in 
Illinois. 1 
1. A. B. Mueller, nprog:ressive Trends .!E Rural Education" 
The Century Co. Ne\"! Yo:rk, 1926 p .• i89 · 
The teacher ct thif: sc:t.ool vdll attempt to teach £:J:lx 
diffe:rcmt reading courses; three lenguage courses; two reading 
language courses alternately; eight classes in aritlm.1etic; 
two :tn Grru.IJ.mar; one class in physics and Ci vies; one cle.sf: in 
readLng and eonstn1cition vw:rk; three courses in geography; 
two CO\J.:rses in history and thirty rcinutcs devot.€6. daily to 
spell a.ml v1xitii1g. The .rnost versatile t;eache.r, could d.o 
little but follov.1 0 routine .Proceq.ure each day. :No titn.e is 
left ova:r for personal superv·ision. The :pupil is rather ·well 
left to his own in:ttiative. 
The follo,nin.g schedule is an attemi:it of Miss Jl~abel 
Carvey of Columbia University to remedy the situation. Some 
improvement vm.s mede but it is evident that as long as a 
condi·tion cf this kind exists in the :rural schools of this 
country the achievement sc0res will be below ·the national 
norm. 
MISS :MABEL GARNEY, TEACHERS COLLEGE, COLUI:.'.iBIA ID,1IVERSITY 
£:00-9:15 
9.:15-9:25 
9:25-9:40 
9:40-10:05 
10:05-10:50 
10:30-10:45 
10:45-11:00 
Opening exercises 
First Readi:ng 
Second Reading 
Number--Grades 2 and 3 together, 
alternately, o:r 1vith time divided. 
J\.l:' i thmetie--Grades 2 and 3 toget,her, 
alternately, or with tirae divided. 
Recess 
First Reading and Phonics 
11:00-11:10 
11:10-12:00 
12:00-1:00 
1:00-1:15 
1:15-1:30 
1:30-1:45 
1:45-2:00 
2:00-2~30 
2:30-2:45 
2:45-3:05 
3:05-3:30 
Second word. drill and Phonics 
Geogra:phy--Grades 3, 5, '1. Time 
distributed according to class needs. 
Noon 
First Reading 
Second fr.ea.ding 
'11hird Reading 
Spelling (all gradefi above t.:Lrst) 
History (four days) Grades 5 and 7 
alternately or with time divided 
Recess 
General Primary Clni::c--Gractc:s 1, 2, 3 
Story telling, Nature :Study, Industrial 
.!u:ts, Drawing, and L21nguage 
Ree.ding ar .. d Er1glish, Grtul.es 5 and 7 
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3:50-4:00 General Advanced Class--GradeB 5 and? 
Nature Study or Agriculture, Home econ-
omies" }J.:nziene, Inclust.:ri!!:.l Arts and 
Drawing. 
nThe number of grades has been reduced from eight to 
five by eliminating ? third, fifth, r1.r:d seventh grades. 
Glasses alternate in certain subjects during the same 
period on the various days of the week, ile classes 
are corn.bined in sorne subjects as sixth and eigl1th grade 
:reading. Some f:n.bjects a11 e taught in reletion to others; 
as, for exa:mple, langua in the fourth and sixth grades 
in relation to g,.c.cography and bisto:ry. For other gen-
eral :purposes, such as nature study, science, and the 
like, the ~3chool is diYid.ed in the uy;per rmd lof.ve:r 
gxoups. n l 
1. George D. E·traye:r and N. L. Eng6lhardt, nc1aosroom. 
rreaoher." .Amer ioan Book Q.ompany, p. 225 
SUMMARY 
Many studies have been made to find ;,v::H~tiher or not 
the students of the one room rural school achieve as much 
as students of two or more teacher schools. ~Iovrnver, not 
only can ra.o:re• evidence be used in this field but the com-
parison of High School students who d.id thei:r elementary 
work in rural schools witr1 those boys and. girls wl:10 fin-
ished their elementary work in the erade schooJ. of either 
towns or cities is a splendid field for research. 
It is evident from data compiled in this investi-
gation that in every test, the non-transfer students show 
greater achieverr.ent than the transfer group. '1100, the 
non-transfer pupils attended school more regularly, awl 
few.er are over age than the tram-.Jfe:r students. The boys 
and girls of the tmvn school8 a:ce slightly in advanee of 
the rural boys and g, ls mentall:t and chronologically. The 
transfe:r group exceeds the non-transfer students from twel ve-1 
nmnths in the Gecrn1c year to f'au:r, eight, and five months 
in the F:teshmun, Junior, and Senior years xespeotively. 
00.NCLUS IONS BASED ON READ nms IN RURAL EDUCATION 
1. Consolidation of schools st.iru.ula.tes better 
attendance and. increases the number or' rural boys and girls 
who'finish High Scllool. 
2. Bixty-five per cent of potential High School 
students are in school. 
3~ A greater peroentage ot those elt.eJble .to:r high 
school in the western states are enrolled than in any other 
section of the, nation. The data show that ths following per-
centages of eli.giblc.s for high school in the li'1est, north, 
east and south ie eighty ... nin.e and two-tenths,· sixty-five and 
seven-tenths, seventy-three and five-tenths, thirty-five and 
twenty-five hundredths respectively. ~tah with an average of 
ninety-five -and six-tenths exoced.s the -other 'states h1 'the table 
and Gao:rgia,. 1rsith but twenty-eight per oent of her potentio.1 
high sohool students in J:ichool has the lmrvast average .. 
4. Consolidation of schools tends to insure better 
trained teachers. 
5. One room schools are fast disappea:riag in this 
oountry,. however, they· irtill constitute fifty-six and seven-
tenths, per cent of all the schools of' the n,ation. 
6. Sixty per cent, of the ne:x:t generation's voting 
7. ,t;Jities spend four to six times as muoh per class 
room for 1:who 1~l buildings Gnd twe:nty to thirty times as .much 
for equpinent as rul'al schools. 
8. Schools should teach child.ran to li ,re more 
abundantly. 
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9.. Scientt:fic data on the advantc~ges of consolidated 
scllN'lF is sorel~r needed. 
10. The Dchievement of stud1;,nts of tovm and ci. 
schools is greater than that of rural schools. 
lL. The distribution of tirn.e among the various rrades 
a.n.d. the wide varie:tion of subjeot :i:nE:tter taught in the one and 
two :rural schools creatly reduces the possibility of 
higL :rm::pil achievement. 
CF.APTER III 
COMPARISON OF 01J~S8Il'l0ATION, ATTENDAN'CE, 
NATIVE ABILITY AND ACHTh'VEMENTS 
The Sones-F...arry achieve:m.ent test was given.. There 
are fou:r divisions of the test, namely, Language and Liter-
ature, Ma them.a tics, Natural Science, and Social Seienae .. 
· This te.st is the result of several years of exper-
imental work in connection with the Annual Academic Contest 
of the University of :Pittsburg .. The original questions 
were based as much -as possible upon the agreement reached 
by various national committees and individual research work-
ers in the various subject matter fields. 
Irving A. Mather l made an independent extensive study 
of the validity of the test. Ris method.s for checking the 
validity were: analysis of textbooks, eomperisons with the 
state course of study, teaohers' marks and examinations, and 
or.der of difficulty of items. The summary is: 
"Seventy--nine to eig.,."lty-six per eent of the questions 
in English were actually found in the Oregon State test 
books; 97 .5 per cent of the Ilfathematios questions, 92.5 
per cent of the Science questions, and 94 per eent of the 
social Studies questions actually occurred in the text 
books.. On the average of the whole, over 50 per cent 
of the items were found to be arranged in order of diffi-
cultT from the easiest to the hardest. In regard to 
sections, an average of about 55 per cent of the ideal 
arrangement in order of difficulty was found. The 
English questions were arranged the best, while the sec-
tions of the Natural Science test were in the best order 
ot the :four fields tested. The correlation eoeffieient 
1. Mather, Irving A., "Validit:t ot the Sones-Harry: 
High School Achievement Test, Form A, f'or Use. in Oregon." · f ......,......_ - ----- .................... Thesis·· or l~. s., Graduate School of the UniV'e:rsity of Oregon. 
August, 1930. 
between percentile ranking on the test aFd teachers' 
grades fror-n .42 to • 65 and the total average correlation 
for the four subjects t<:as .55, although the reliab-
ility of teachers' marks ranged only from .54 to .79." l 
The transf.er and non-transfer students took the 
tests in their respective schoolr: under identical conditions. 
r.;ach school group ·was examined at the same time and was 
closely supervised by the Principal .of each school. '.l1he 
te.st.s were scored according to directions by the author. 
DIS'rRIBUTION OF CHILDfrnN 
ACOORDil{G TO AGE AND GRADE 
The distributions were D.ade according to a uni ver-
sal1y used standardized method. 2 
Table VIII shows the age grade distribution for the 
transfer students. 
The number of years between ·the extremes for each 
grade are as follows: freshman, 5t years; sophomore, 4} years; 
junior, 41 years; senior 16! years. In the treshruan class 
three students or twelve per cent are under age. Four 
fresb.u1en or sixteen :per cent are normal age and eighteen 
pupils o:r seventy-two per oent are ove1:1 age. The average 
:freshman is f'ifteen yea,rs and five mouths old. In the 
sophomore year one student or four per cent is under age .•. 
Six sophomores or ttlenty-four per cent are of normal age; 
eighteen boys and girls are of normal chronological age. 
TABLE VIII 
AGE GRADE DISTRIBUTION FOR THE TRANSFER STUDENTS 
IN THE HIGH SCHOOLS OF POTEAU, PANAMA, AND 
SPIRO, OKLAHOMA 
FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE iuNIOR SENIOR 
12 2 
12i 
13 
13} 1 
14 ! 0 X 
14t x 4 x l 
15 3 X ! x 
15i 7 x !> x 1 
16 6 4 x 2 X 1 
l6t l 4 X 5 X 3 
17 0 3 6 x ! 
17} 1 5 9 x ,, 
18 1 2 1 
18t 1 
19 1 2 2 
19i l 3 
20 1 
201 
21 1 
21t 1 
22 
221 
23 
23i 
24 
242 
25 
25} 
26 
26! 
27 
27i 
28 
29i 1 
25 25 29 23 
No. retarded 1.0 18 18 21 
no. advanced 3 l 1 4 
no. normal 4 6 7 9 
'I, retarded '12 72 72.4 43.5 
%. advanced 12 4 3.5 17.4 % normal 16 24 24.l 39.1 
'1, total 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 
Mean 14.2 16.5 17.3 18.4 
TOTAL 
2 
0 
0 
l 
0 
5 
4 
13 
13 
13 
! 11 
x 22 
4 
1 
5 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
102 
67 
9 
26 
65.'7 
a.a 
25.5 
100.0 
16.8 
Tvm so:phonmres ·would be over if they we:rc seniors. 
The average age f'o:r tLe so1?t10more group is sixteen years 
and nine months. Of the twenty-nine Gtude11ts in the 
junior class, one, Ol' three and five-tenth pe:r cent are 
under ag,e, se\ren or tv;enty-four and one-tenth per cent 
are over age. The average age of the members of this 
group is seventeen years and e:tght :1:onths. Four, or seven-· 
t.ee:n and four-tenth per cent o:t' the twenty-three seniors 
are under age, nine, or tl1irty-nine and one-tenth per-
cent are retarded chr'onologically-. 'J:he average age of the 
members of the senior group is eighteen years and six 
months. 
Table n:: shows the a grade distribution of the 
non-transfer pupils. The ntunber of yea.rs between the ex-
tr cmes in each graa.e is ,3S follows: fresh.men five years; 
St) :horno:re, two years; junior' class, three and one-half 
years; and seni.or, three and one-he.lf years. In the fresh-
1nan year, four or thi1teen and eight-tenth per cent are 
under age; fifteen, or fifty-one and seven-tenth per oent 
are over age,. On.e fre would have been over age had 
he been a senior. The average e,ge of t:Le fres:r: .. nan is fifteen 
years and one .month. There 'WeI'e hventy-nine non-transfer 
freslllllen in the study. Of the twenty-seven sophomores,. 
two, or seven and four-tenth pe.r cen't were under age, six-
teen, or fifty-nine and tvw-tentll per cent were normal 
AGE GRtDE D ISrIR IBUT IOJ:i: J3'0R HON TRAHS]'ER '? 'IlJDENTS 
n.:r TtlE HIGH SCHOOLS OF P0 1rEJJ.U, P.:'1.NME/',., Alm 
AGE 
12 
122 .... 2 
13 
l rz.:L t.J~ 
14 
14} 
15 
15l 
16 
16j'i-
17 
171,, 
,:; 
18 
18% 
"' 19 
19}:· 
20 
zol 
21 
21-r} 
22 
22f:· l:;;i 
23 
23l t:cY 
No .. Under 
Mo. Normal 
No. Over Age 
% Under Age 
% Normal 
' 
Over Age ~ Total /0 
Mean 
4 
5 ·x 
10 X 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
15 
10 
13 .. 8 
51.? 
34.5 
100 
14.8 
SOPHOMORE JtTNIOR 
2 
~., 
d~ .. TJ X 
x 9 ·x 
5 ~ ~ ..., .A fO .I>. 
4 xs'x. , ,J,, 
2 X 11 'V .i.':.-. 
1 X 0 ~{ 
" fu 11 
5 
1 
l l 
2 0 l 
16, 14 17 
9 11 15 
7.4 0 3.1 
59 .. 2 56 51.5 
33.4 44 45.4 
100 100 100 
15 .. 5 16.78 17.9 
TOTAL 
4 
5 
12 
g 
13 
12 
14 
14 
7 
13 
6 
1 
2 
7 
62 
45 
6 .. 1 
54.4 
39.5 
100 
16.5 
a.ad nine, or thi:rty-th:ree and four-tenth per cent were ad van-
eed chronologicall:l • T'he average of 
y,:;)fU' oup i f' ift,een year B and nine 
students in the twenty-five juniors 
the merebers of the second 
months. are no 
a:re under oge. '11:here 
gr of normal 
ace and eleven, o:r forty-foux per cent of the third year class 
were over age. The vc:rage age ssvcnteen 
year:3. One ah:tld 01· three and. one-tenth pe:r cent of the thirty 
three .1:r1em.ben, of se.nio:c clas is under age. Thero are 
seventeen or: fift1r-ono ~nd five-tenth por cent of.' normal age, 
fifteen, or fort~t-f ive EJ.:nd f ou:r·-tenth per cc.nt aro over 
age. TrIO average age for the senior' claes L; eighteen. years 
and 011c month. 
AGE GRADE COMPA.l"1ISONS 
There are one-hundred-two pur)ils in the f onr a des 
· of the transfer group of these nine or ei:'?'.ht and oight-te11th 
:per cent a.re under age, tv1:enty-six or twc::nty-f i vc anc1. five-
tenth per cE,:nt are of norllk'll and. si:x:ty-seYen or sixty-
ti ve end seven-tenth per cent of' th,,; ent c: group arc ;re-
terded. A total of one-hunc1red fourteen non-transfer students 
in all four en,d.es ec.re in thc0 ta1Jle. Of this nu::tbe:r, eeven 
or six and one-tenth pe:r cent are undf3!' age, si:x:ty-twc, or 
f 5.fty-four a11d fou.r-tenth IJer cer1t e.r~ n.or1nal, D.11d tort~r-five, 
or thirty-nine and fi ve-t.enth per eent are ove:r age ... Two 
and se.ven-tenth per cent more of the transfer group are 
under age, however,. twenty-eight ana. nine-tenth per .ocnt 
more' of :non-transfer students are or :a.orma.1 age and twenty-. 
six and. two-tenth per oen·t less of the non-transfer students 
aie .over age. The average non-transfer freshman is· f'our 
month·s younger than the t1~a.nsfe·r freshman, the· non-transfer 
sophomore is one year younger than the transfer second year 
student, the non-transfer junior is eight months_younger than 
the transfer junior, and the non-t.ransfex senior is five months 
younger eh.ronologically than ·the trensf.er een.ior. 
PUPIL CAPACITY 
!i,'he ranges of native capacity as mea.eured by intel .... 
ligenee quotients were obtaJ.ne.d by giving the Detroit Advanced 
Intelligence Test. 1 Students having an I. Q •. below ninety 
are considered by most authorities to be sub-normal mentally. 
Those who are said to be normal mentally have I. Qs. ranging 
trom .nin:ety to one-hundred nine inclusive. These boys a.nd 
girls whose. I. Cts. Tanging from 109 and higher are said to 
have above average mental ability. 
The ranges of native capacity for the t:r~nster students 
is shovm by table XI. 
!. fietr.oit Advanced Intelligence Test, Forms V abd 
W for High Sehool a.nd College. Public School Pu.b. Oo •. , 
BJ.oomington, Illinois 
A COMPARISON OF AVERAGE AGJSS OF THANSFER AND NON TRANSF~R 
STUDENTS 
TABLE X 
·Types of Pupils GR AD E 
9 10 11 
Transfer Pupils 14.2 16.5 17.3 
Non-transfer Pupils 14.8 15.5 16.'78 
12 
18.4 
17.9 
NATIVE CAPACITIES OF THE TRANSFER STUDENTS m POTEAU, 
AND SPIRO, OKLAHOMA HIGH SCHOOLS 
TABLE XI 
I. Q.. GRADES 
Intervals 9 10 11 12 Totals 
80-89 5 1 1 2 9 
90-99 8 4 1 0 13 
100-109 4 6 12 9 31 
110-119 6 11 'l 5 29 
120-129 0 1 6 7 14 
130-139 1 1 2 0 4 
140-149 1 1 0 0 2 
TOTALS 25 25 29 23 102 
Total 
16.8 
16.3 
PANAMA, 
Percentage each 
group is of the 
Total 
8.88 
12.'15 
30.39 
27.05 
13.75 
3.93 
1.96 
98.71 
Five of the twenty-five i;mpils in the freshman class 
h.ave an L Q. belm:r ninety. Twelve fresh:r;ien a.re in the inter-
val of ninety to one-hundred nine, and eight ve an I. Q .. 
higher than one-hundred nine. There are twenty-five students 
in the sophorJ.ore cl.ass one of 1vhom ha:::: an I. Q.. of leGs t~1an 
ninety. 1.rhere are tan sophomores 1Nho are average in mm1tal 
ability and fourteea who have an I. Q. above one-hunclrec1 nine. 
Of the t1.vent,;7-nine students in the junior class there is one 
with an I. Q.. below ninety. Thirteen members of the junior 
class rate between .r:.inety and m1e-hu:ndred nine inclusive and 
twelve have 2.n I. ~;_. higher than one-hundred nine. T:1e 
senio:r group of twenty-three members has two vdth. an I. Q. 
below ninety. Nine boys and girls of this group have average 
.intellige:,nce, and twelve member·~ of the senior class have an 
I. <'.';;. above one-htmdred nir.•e. .i:.ecording to the date forty-
eight per cent of the freshman class have average mental ability, 
forty :per cent of the so:phmtores were average in intelligence, 
forty-four .and eight-tenth per ce:nt of the juniors were of 
a.ve:rage intelllgenoe, and thirty-nine and one-tenth :per cent 
of the srnior2i have an I. q,. of average mental ability. This 
information :::;hows the fresb.Y,ian class Ydth the lal'gest }Jercent-
age of students of e.verage mental ability .. 
The ranges of native ability for the non-transfer 
pupils are t:hown in Table XII. Of the twenty-ni.ne students in 
the freshm.a.n class, one has an I. Q,. below ninety. Ten members 
of the sophmn.ore class have an I. Q,@ between tLe interval of 
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ninety and. Ot!.(J-lrnnd:red nine inclusive and e ight€en hc".Ve an 
I. (2 ... above one-hundred nln~. One of the twenty-seven .members 
of the sopl1omore elasr: has an I. (J,. below ninety, seven have 
an I. Q. betr:een ninety and one-htmdrecl nj:ne lnclusi ve, end 
nineteen have an I. r,:l• between one-hundred nine and one-hundred 
twenty. Not any member of the junior class has an I.. Q, ... below 
ninety. Four students have an L GL. between ninety and one-
hundred nine inclusive, ·while twenty-one boys and girls are 
above e,verag-e intellectually.. Of the twenty-three pupils in 
the senior class, one has an intelligence uotient below 
ninety, eight Lave intelligence quotients in the interval of 
ninety to one-hundred nine iuelusive, twenty-four have I. Q.s 
above one-hundred nine. In the fresh.E.;an class, thirty-four and 
five-tenth per cent have aver~ge mentalability, twenty-six 
per cent of the sophomore class ls of average mental ability 
ana thirty-four eight-tenth :per cc:at of · thf, senior class 
he:ve uverag0 intelligence. This data shovi the seniors to 
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have the greatest per cent of' students of avora6e mental ability. 
I. Q.. 
M1~.rrriJE CAPACITrr;s OF THE NON-TRANSFER STUDENTS IJ.if POTEAU, 
PANJUvIP ... , AlllD SFilW, OKT.J\B:m1JA HIGII SCHOOLf.:: 
Percentage Each 
Intervals 9 10 11 12 Tot.sls Group is of Total 
80-89 l l 0 1 3 2.63 
90-99 2 2 1 2 7 6.14 
100-109 8 5 3 6 22 19.29 
110-119 9 7 11 11 38 33.33 
120-129 7 8 6 7 28 24.56 
130-139 2 r;. 0 4 5 14 12.29 
140-149 0 1 0 1 2 1.75 
Totals: 29 27 25 23 114 99.99 
C0}11J?.AB.r:~mr OF' }'fJPIL CAFACITY 
The tra.nsfer groUJi has eight and eighty-eight 1'1nnd-
redth per cent of its pupils below norrr:ial while the non-trans-
fer g:rou:p has two and. sixty-three hundredth :per cent. The 
transfer group has forty-three and one-tenth per cent of the 
students vdth averEJge mental ability and the non-transfer group 
has twenty-five and forty-three hundredth J:Jer cent. The trans-
fer group has forty-six and sixty-nine hundredth per cent of the 
pupils above the avera€;e men-tally and the non-transfer group 
has seventy-one and ninety-three htmdredth per cent. The non-
transfer gr·oup has a higher ir1telligence :puottent than the 
transfer students. 
DISTRIBU'rION OE' 8'11UDE11T8 
Table XIII showa the attendance of the tranEfer pup-
ils that took the tests and finished the years' work. 
The transfer freshmen attended an average 1'72.5 cl.ays, 
the sophonores, 172.1, the juniors, 163.8 and the seniors attend-
ed an average of 168.9 days. The junior class had ·the :poorest 
a ttondance recoT d •. 
T13.ble xnr shows the attendance of non-tra11sfe1• students 
took the tests and finished the years' work. 
No. Days 9 
1?9 ... 180 7 
17?-178 6 
175-175 4 
173-174 2 
171~1?2 0 
169-170 0 
167-158 l 
165-166 f',;t ,., 
163-164 0 
161-152 0 
159-160 l 
157-158 0 
155-156 0 
153-154 0 
151-152 0 
149-150 0 
147-148 0 
145-146 0 
143-144 0 
141-142 0 
139-140 0 
137-138 0 
155-136 0 
1S3-134 0 
151-132 0 
129-130 0 
127-128 0 
125-126 0 
123-124 0 
121-122 0 
119-120 1 
117-118 0 
115 ... 110 0 
113-114 0 
111-112 0 
lOQ-110 0 
107-108 0 
105-106 0 
Total 25 
1~1ean 172.5 
A TTENTIANCE OF TRAiff'.JJ'ER PUPILS 
TABLE XII 
G R A D E 
10 . 11 12 
l 2 l 
7 2 3 
5 5 4 
2 5 6 
3 2 0 
5 3 4 
0 2 0 
l 4 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 3 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
l 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 1 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
0 0 0 
0 l 0 
25 29 23 
172.1 163.8 168 .. 9 
Totals 
11 
18 
18 
13 
5 
12 
3 
10 
0 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
0 
2 
0 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
102 
169.5 
No. Days 
179-180 
1?7-178 
175-176 
173-172 
171-172 
169-170 
167-158 
165-165 
163-164 
161-162 
159-160 
15?-158 
155-156 
153-154 
151-152 
149-150 
Total: 
Mean . • 
ATTfilIDA.HCE OF MOM-TRANSFER PUPILS 
TABLE XIV 
GRADE 
9 10 11 12 
11 5 10 5 
5 7 3 6 
7 6 2 8 
0 l 0 1 
1 2 l 6 
3 2 2 7 
1 1 1 0 
0 2 5 2 
0 2 3 2 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 2 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
l 0 
-
0 0 
29 21 25 35 
174.6 1'71.4 173.6 1'72 .. 5 
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1I1otals 
30 
21 
21 
2 
10 
14 
3 
? 
2 
0 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
1 
114 
17'3 
60 
TABLE XV 
CON1PJ\RIS0N OF AVERAGE ATTENDANCE 
OF TRAliJSFER .ABD NON-TRANDFER STUDE1£TS 
____________________________ , _______ _ 
Type of 
Pupi1 
Transfer 
Pupils 172. 5 
!Ion-·Transf er 
Pupils 174.8 
A D E 
172.1 16Z.8 
171.4 1'73.e 
'I2 . Total 
168.9 169.3 
172.5 1'13 
Tho non-triH\:'1fer fresh:rrwn att.emded an e.verage of 174.8 
days, the SO}JhD!'.lo:res, 1?1.4 days, the juniorB, 117~3.6 driyB ano_ 
attend.2nce reccrd o.I1.d the ,Jophomore g:rou:r VfftS in frnhool the 
school an enrerage of 173 d.n.ys; wllioh was an trnp:r.ovement over 
the transfer- students. 
1
.tthe non-t ransf'e:r· f.resLmE>n fattendEd. 2. 3 more rJ1:,,ys than 
·the trG.ru:·-fer fnishr;,en. nrn transfer sophor:;ores £,ttended • 7 
r10:re days tllnr.. tr...e n.on-transfer· SOJ)lJoTui.,reB. ~cbe non--t:ransfer 
junio:rf:: surpassed. the transfer· juniors in attenc1e.:ncE! by being 
in ::chool s. total of f1lG more days. The non-trr::msf'e-r St-3rJiors 
were in attendance 3.6 m.o::r6 days t:han th.€: transfer seniors. 
The non-tram::f {.I' students attended. school :3. "'/ more days than 
the transfer students. 
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Table JC\JI shows the distribution of scores of transfer 
students on Language and Literature. The ninth grades are 2.3 
bovB standard, and tte onth grade is 12.l points above the 
fiftieth percentile. 'Ihe juniors lack three-tenths of a point 
of making the av-erare score. Thn bsst. score is that of the 
so:phm1.10reE, wbo lack two roints of' reaching the seventy-fifth 
percentile. 1I1he highe::e;t score of any ind.i.vidual student is 
one-hu:nd.red f'if'teen 1_::o J.ntG, .m:o.de by a senio!' spitfi the fact 
class needs. 1.)r1e int to make it re0.cl1 average .• 
Sco:res fror:::. to lav·Jest are as follows: f:reshm1:m, 
sixteen to seventy-five; sophomores, tt1enty-one t;o one-hundred 
ten, juniors, ::dxteen to one-hund:c tan, and seniors, t·wonty-
six to one-hundred fifteen .. The average score of this group 
is th:ree a.ml five-tentlrn above standard. 
I\~1ble XVII sl:o,,s the distribution of th0 ~:cores 
made by the non-transfer students on Language a.nd on Liter-
ature, Each of the four grades :m.ade above the average score. 
Each grade; according 'to its mean score is classed as sup-
erior o:r above the SHVc'.n.ty-fift,h :percentile. The freshmen 
have the highest rat according to their average score. 
it,h a sco:r.'e of' one-hundred eighteen 1·ates t:t.e hi.gb.-
est as an individual. However, two freshmen and two sopho:mo:res 
have scores in the 116 to 120 :range. The ninth is 28.? points 
above the fiftieth percentile, eleventh, 15.7 points above 
the f :tftieth p,1rc:e.ntile, q1:1d the senio1°s, 23.8 above the aver-
age so ore. The :ra:nge of' scores is as follows: ninth grade, 
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DI811FdBUTIO\ OF' SCORES OF 
STUDErtTS O)J L.i:JTGUA(rlli AJ:TD LITERATURE 
TABLE XVI 
Range of G R it D E 
scores 9 jjj II 12 . Total 
116-120 
111-115 0 Q 0 1 1 
106-110 0 1 1 0 2 
101-105 0 0 0 0 0 
96-100 0 0 0 0 0 
91-95 0 2 0 1 3 
86-90 0 (\ u 0 0 0 
81-85 0 2 2 0 4 
76-80 0 0 0 l l 
71-?5 l 1 3 2 ? 
66-70 2 0 1 3 6 
61-65 0 0 0 1 l 
513-60 1 2 3 ,:z 9 V 
51-55 2 3 5 2 12 
46-50 5 2 2 6 15 
41-45 2 3 4 1 10 
36-40 1 1 4 0 a 
31-35 6 1 2 1 14 
26-30 4 0 0 1 5 
21-25 0 3 1 0 4 
16-20 1 0 1 0 2 
11-15 0 0 0 0 0 
5 -10 0 0 0 0 0 
0 -5 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 25 2J5 20 .23 102 
l:v'Iean 38.3 56.l 52.9 59 51.5 
A .. Score 36 44 53 60 48 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES OF THE NON-TRANSFER STUDENTS ON LANGUAGE 
AND LITERATURE 
TABLE XVII 
GRADE 
Ranges of 9 10 ll 12 Total 
Scores 
116-120 2 2 0 0 4 
111-115 l 0 0 1 2 
106-110 1 1 2 4 8 
101-105 1 0 4 6 11 
96 -100 l 0 3 3 7 
91 -95 2 4 0 1 7 
86 -90 1 l 2 3 7 
81 -85 0 3 0 2 5 
76 -80 2 1 0 3 6 
71- 75 1 2 0 3 6 
66 -'10 1 0 2 0 3 
61 -65 l 3 2 3 9 
56 -60 2 0 2 1 5 
51 -55 2 2 0 0 4 
46 -50 2 3 2 0 ,, 
41 -45 3 2 3 0 8 
36 -40 l 2 0 0 3 
31 -35 3 0 2 3 8 
25 -30 2 1 1 0 4 
Total: 29 27 , 25 3S 114 
Average: 36 44 53 60 48 
Mean.: 65.3 70.5 68.'l 83.8 72.6 
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·t;v,,enty-.five to one-htmdred twenty.; tenth, twenty-tive to 
one-hundred twenty--ele 1 enth; t1:2enty-fi ve to one-hund:red. ten, 
twelfth, thirty-one to o:ne-hunclred fifteen. The average score 
of the entire g:roup is seventy-two a.nd six-tenths or tt'itmty..; 
four and six-tenths :21 bove tbe tiftieth percentile. 
The non-t,ransfer students have better scores thstn the 
transfer students in each of the grades. Differences in scores 
of the two groups !'1re; freshmen. 27 points, sophomo.res, 14. 4,. 
junior, 15.8, D.n.d senior, 24.8. The average for the non-trans-
fer group and the sophomores of the transfer students have th.e 
highest score. 
COL1PARIS0N' OF ACHIEVl:'MEIJTS 
Table XIX shm:s the 6 istr ibution of scores made by 
transfer stucJe:a:ts 011 mathema·tics. Each cltiSS 
above the 0: ve:re.ge.. The dif i'erence in ea.eh gra,elc is as 
follows: freshn 1an, 3 .. 7, sophomore, 6.1, junior, 3., and the 
seniors surpass the E~verage score by .4 according to the 
(1a:ta., the sophomo:re gxoup showing ·the g1'e8.test achievement. 
seniors the least. The scores oy grades ra.uge 111 t;ll.e 
follovdng manner; fres:tuuen, soven to thi:rty-nine, sophomores, 
::.:;even to sizty-one, th6 third year class, s.ove:n to sixty-six 
and. the seniors, se'1re11 to sixty. The score sixty-six, trade 
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COMPARISON OF AYERAGE SCOhES BY TRANSFER 
UAGE Ju,ID LITEBJVlU-RE 
TABLE XVIII 
G R A. D E 
Types of 9 10 ll 12 Total 
Pupil 
Transfer 38.3 56.l 52.9 59 51.5 
Non-transfer 65.3 70.5 68.7 85.8 '72.6 
by a junior is the highest numbe:r of ints r·ecorded by an 
individual. There is a difference of 9. o hetv1een the ,1verage 
for the transfer group and the avoragr3 of the non--tran.sfer 
group. 
Table showB the dist:r ibution of zcores made by 
non-transfer students. Each of clas E, ~5 scor;:::d above the 
6,6 
average of fiftieth pexcentile. The difference by grades is, 
fr.z..sb.me:n, fourteen, second yenr group, thirteen and six-tenths, 
juniors, nine and two-tenths and the seniors, one and one-tenth. 
The general average for the non-t:rHnsfer oup is nine e.nd six-
tenths better tb.Etn the sco:re on the fiftieth p~rcentile. The 
fres.hm.en sho-w the greatest aehie·0err1cnt, and the seniors the 
least adv3.ncement. Thra range of scores by grades follows: 
fresh.m.en; ten to sixty, sophomore group, t,even to sixty-three, 
junior olass, sevsn to sixty-three, and the seniors zero to 
sixty-three. The highest score of sixty-three was merited by 
a sophomore. The lowest soo:re is that of a senior. 
COL1PAinGONS OF soorms OM res 
The data show the non-tranf,fer 0.\tudents having the 
greatest achievurne.nt.. 1l1he advantage by grad.es of the non-
trans:t'er ove:r the transfer: is; freshruan, 10.3, sophomore, 7.5, 
junior, 6.2, and seniors, .7 of a. point. The difference in 
the general ::; v-e:rage is 6.1. The seniors, of the tvm groups 
are more nearly now together. 
OF THE -TRANSFE'.R S!lJPENTS 
D: MATHEMATICS 
TEST 
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-•..--lfll-•11!!----·------p----• ••.-• .:-.- ff J" • ·t ,..,._ .O~. t -., 1 • -------,~-Wi<T~----
~-----•t a,wN··-,;• ----,.,.,....~-..,....--•-.r:A_lll __ -·--~--=~:----------------(} it :.\. n Jl; 
Range of 
Scol'ea 
73-?5 
70-72 
67-59 
64 ... 66 
{jl-C3 
56-60 
55-57 
52-54 
49-51 
40.-4a 
45-45 
40-42 
3?'-39 
34-35 
ftl...--53 
26---3~~:; 
25-27 
22-24 
lv-21 
16-18 
13-15 
10-l)'.3 
7-9 
r:eotal: 
JJ.v. 2:00:ce:. 
Mean 
0 
" ''J 
0 
0 
0 
·O 
0 
0 
() 
1 
1 
4 
0 
"10 .. 
0 
l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
4 
11·· -
0 
1 
0 
.-
0 
C 
2 
0 
0 
0 
l 
.. , 
\} 
C 
2 
2 
0 
Total 
1 
1 
£ 
0 
1 
0 
5 
l 
4-
4 
7 
5 
9 
11 
5 1 5 14 
2 3 4 11 
4 4 1 9 
0 ~ l 5 
0 ~ 0 S 
l 1 2 3 7 
----------..... --·-··-----"*'*------_ ...__--------
25 
28.l 
29 
25 
28. 
102 
23 
2&.5 
DISTRllHJTION OP SCORES OF MON-TlliUJS:FIER. STUD.ENTS O!IT 
Range of G H ,~, D :It n ,Jl ,:> 
Scores 9 IO 11 I2 Tota.I 
73-75 
70-72 
67-69 
04-66 
61-63 0 1 0 1 2 
58-60 l 1 l 0 3 
55-57 ta v 1 1 0 5 
52-54 2 2 1 l 6 
49-51 1 2 2 1 6 
46-48 1 1 2 l 5 
43-45 l 1 0 2 4 
40-42 1 1 1 1 4 
37-39 1 3 l 3 8 
34-36 2 2 r.i: V 5 12 
31-33 1 3 4 4 12 
28-30 2 1 2 l 6 
.25-2? 1 l l 4 7 
22-24 4 2 '"' 1 9 G 
19-21 l 1 1 "" ~· 5 
16-18 3 1 1 1 6 
13-15 5 l 1 2 7 
10-12 l 1 1 2 5 
7-9 ,, v' l 0 0 l 
4-6 0 0 0 0 0 
0-3 0 0 0 1 1 
Total: 29 
.. 2? 25 33 114 
Av. Score: 19 22 25 23 
Mean; 33 35.6 34.2 2e.1 32.6 
COI\!IP.Al1ISON OF AVERf;.Cm SCOR.ED IN TuiATH.Eiv1ATICS BY TRAWSFE'R AND 
NON-TRAUSFEfr STUDEI\iTS 
TABLE' :XXI 
Types of c- R A D E 
Students g 10 11 12 Total 
Transfer 22.7 28 .. 1 28 2? •. 4 26.5 
Non-Transfer 33 35.6 34.2 28.1 32.6 
ACRIEVE'MEMT IN NATURAL SCIENCE 
The test on natural science is a survey of General 
Science, Biology, Chm.u.istry, a.nd J:'hysics. Heither ehe.m.istry 
nor physics is taught in either of the three schools :Curnish-
ing stude:nts foT t.he study. 
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Table XXI.I shows the distribution of se:ores of transfer 
students on 1:·atn1·al Sc:tenee. The :freshman and sophomoxe classes 
excel the average sco:ce by 6. 5 and 3.2 respeetiv·ely. The 
juniors t:1.lld seniors shovv u deficiency of 2.e end 2 .•. 1 r:espeet-
ively. The average score t'or the entire group is • '1 better 
then the score falling on the fiftieth percentile. The fresh-
man group shov,;.s the e,reatest achievement a.nd the lowest advance-
ment is shown by the seniora who are 2.1 points beHn."J the a.ver-
age score. The range of' gxades by classes is as follows: 
freshman, O to 45; sophmno:res,, 0 to 55;. ju:p.iors, O to 55, and 
the seniors .range from. 16 to 55. 
Tabla :XXI:II shows the diDtribution of the scores of 
the non-transfer students on N"atm:al f3c ienc-e. 
Each of the cla.sses soored above the average. The 
differenoe by grades is as follows: t:resJ;uaan, 12. 5; sopho-
mores, 4.'7; third year group, 10.3; and the seniors shmv a 7 
point advantage. The average for the no:n-t:i:a.n13fe:r groups is 
8.3 bette1" than the fiftieth pereent:i.le. The rresh.m.an class 
sho1:11s the greatest advancement, while the poorest ctchiev.ement 
is s,hovm by the junior group. 'I'Vrn juniors 
scores. 
ve the highest 
The 1·ange of grades by classes is: freshman, o to 60; soph-
omores, 11 to 50; juniors, 0 to 65; and the seniors from Oto 60. 
OOMP1IBIS0l\T OF Ii~ lrATTJfu'\.L SG IENCE 
The non-transfer group is superior in each grade, the 
differences in their favor are, freshmen, 7 points, sophomore, 
1.5, junior students, 2.9 points and the fourth year olass 
shows an average advantage of 9.1 points. The non-transfer 
group shmvs an average superiority of '7.6 points. The greatest 
difference is shown by the senior groups and the sophomore 
clasfre.s a.re nearest together. 
IN SOCIJLL ,SCIENCE 
The test on social science cor;.sists of questions taken 
from textbooks on History, Econornics, and Civics. 
Table X":l:V shows the distribution of scores the transfer 
students made in social science. Students in the first, second, 
and third. year have an average ·which is slightly abov-e the 
fiftieth percentile, but the senior class lacks nine-tenths of 
a point equalling the average score. The diff'erenoe in each 
group is list<:,d: fres11i-rian, 1.1, sophomore class, 1'7.9, juniors, 
4.1. and seniors shm,,, a deficiency of .9 of a point. The 
general average for tb.e entire group is 2.6 higher than the 
STUDJi;NT8 ON NA 1'u'RAL SC IEHCE 
TABLE XXII 
GPf'D'I'C'! 
---- -·-.,,.. li...__~---~~_:!_.__2_.~,...~· -·q ... . 
Ra11ge of 
Scores 9 10 11 12 Total 
51-55 0 1 2 1 4 
46-50 0 0 0 0 0 
41-45 2 4 3 3 12 
36-40 0 1 1 2 4 
31-35 2 3 3 4 12 
26-30 6 4 3 4 17 
21-25 ~i 3 5 6 21 
16-20 3 ~1 5 ~ .., 19 
11-15 4 1 5 0 10 
6-10 1 1 0 0 2 
0-5 0 0 1 0 1 
Total 25 25 29 23 102 
Av. Score 18 25 28 32 26 
Mean 23.5 28.2 26.4 29.9 26.7 
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D ISTRIBU'I1ION OF TI{E SCORES · 01P TIE~ NO:N-TRA.:JSFER 
S1:J.'UDJ1L'.I1 .s on SC 
TABLE XXIII 
~-~-.,.,-~~-~--
Eange of G H II D E Q .i'i, 
"'" Scores 9 10 i1 l2 Total ......... ~ 
65 0 0 2 0 2 
5 .. 5 .. 00 1 0 2 4 7 
51-56 0 0 2 -3 5 
46-50 7 , 4 6 18 L 
41-46 r;:~ 2 1 5 11. u 
36-40 0 3 l 4 8 
31-35 l 5 4 1 11 
26-30 5 "' 0 5 1 17 
21-25 5 7 l 4 17 
15-20 2 1 2 3 8 
11-15 ';) ,.., ~;: <.,, 0 0 4 
6-10 2 0 0 l 3 
0-5 1 0 l 1 3 
Total 2§ 2/f' 25 $3 If.t 
Av. score 18 25 28 32 26 
Mean 30.5 29.? 38.3 39 34.3 
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cmtPARISOM OF 
STlJDENTS DI l\t\.'J.1URAL SC IEWCE 
IJ.'ABLE XXIV 
Types of G R t D '"/"Cl c• -.:':';,. .11, .;;; 
Pupils 9 10 11 12 Total 
Transfer 23.5 28.2 25.4 29.9 2s.·7 
Non-t1· ans fer 50.5 w:;;. r; 28.3 zg. 34.3 
ON SOCIAL SC r.tl::NCE 
-.,.....·--"~'--""--~_.. __ "' 
- .......... -.;o 
P:~;f'!e or G 'r) A D E 8 -~ t,:..:.J.,.. >1.-:l .h 
Scores 9 ·ctt»-,,.,. 10 ... 11 12 Total 
72-?7 0 1 0 0 l 
65-'71 0 <'.'I i:., 2 0 4 
60-65 0 1 <:) 
"' 
2 5 
54-59 0 1 3 3 7 
48-53 0 0 1 4 5 
4:2-4'7 2 'I 2 ~ 8 .J.. <c, 
36-41 1 4 3 2 10 
30-35 5 " co 4 2 1~ 
2tb-29 ,:: r.• 6 e-, l 1 ;1._d i) ~:.J 
18-23 4 12 2 3 12 ...., 
13-1~' A •.et " 2 16 '·' .__, V 6-11 2 0 
_-1:,.·-~-- 0 3 
~---·" .-. -.-· ~-~"'--
Total 25 25 29 23 102 
}AV. Score 2:::i 26 35 41 34 ..... 
Mean 23.3 43.9 39.l 40.1 36.6 
average score. The greates aohievement is shown by the 
sophomores and the senior sho·w the least advancement. The 
range of scores by grades is, freshman, 6 to 4?; sophomore, 
12 to 77; juniors, 6 to ?l; and the fourth year class 12 to 
65.. A gro.de of 77, ma.de by a so:phornore is the highest score 
recorded. 
Table IlVI shows dist:ribu"tion of score.a :made by non-
transfer students on social science. 
The non-transfer students in each grade have scores 
above the seventy-fifth percentile .. The difference in each 
g:rade ia listed: f:reshEU3.n, 22. 3; sophomore, 21.l; junior class, 
17 .. 8; seniors. 16,.1. The freshmen have the best score in 
achievement, however, the sophomores a:re vdthin 1.2 of the 
first year class. 
The seniors' score is consideratly above averfage, but 
they show the least advanoemen.t of either of the f'ou:r classes. 
There is an advantage of 16.2 :points between the average for 
the. entire group and the recorded score. The :range of' scores 
by grades is: frosh.roan, 0 to 95; sophomore, 6 to 89; junior 
eloss, o to 95; and seniors, Oto 89. 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON SOGI!1.L SCIEHCE 
The advantages recorded in fnvor of the non-transfer 
students are: freshmen, 21 :points; so_phomores, 3.2 :points, 
junior, 15.5, and sentor, 117.1. The greetest diffe!'enoe is 
between the freshman classes and the sophomore groups which 
-show the least difference. The non-tx:rmsfet· general average 
ls 13.5 pointo higher than. tb!itt of the .~:eneral averaie.e tor 
the transfer students. 
~~,.........~'i<A'~~ .. _....-.-....-.-·----,·---.--·,-----·-..,--,--.-~ .... -·-·-·.,-..---,---·-~---------
90-.95 
e .. 1-e4' 
78-83 
72-77 
ae-v1 
A0-66 
54 ... 59 
4a.5i, 
4i-,t7 
56--41 
30 ... 3!1j 
24-29 
1a-2z 
12-17 
6-11 
0-5 
Tot,al 
Av. Score 
:!t1t)i~I1 
l 
0 
"' .l. 
4 
l 
1 
l 
0 
2 
0 
l 
0 
1 
0 
l 
"'' ti; 
2 
5 
l 
0 
1 
0 
1 
3 
2 
0 
3 
1 
l 
2 
l 
l 
l 
l 
,,. ~ .... 
Total 
{j, 2. 
1 4 
~ 7 
7 15 
4 7 
5 8 
2 1-0. 
4 9 
:~1 15 
2 9 
2 '7 
o a 
0 7 
l 5 
1 e 
l 3 
·~~·;;,,;·-----\P,'!!P!.,;4,!JP. -----·-· -; _ _,,,.# _____ ..... ______ • __ .,_, __ -·Ji~ll::r .. _ .., .. <x-.. · .. ,. 
f;!.\1 1v1 2~o ,3·;1 A-~~ 
22 f;-0 2-Et -4~1 Z4 
47,l se •. s s11.2: so.a 
77 
TILfJJSFER srrUDEHTfi OIJ SOCIAL SCIJ:!jriCE 
TABLE :X:XVII 
___ __,,,__ ____________ ..,,,....,,,... ___ ..,...,.,. ... -----------
Types of C} f{ 1\ D J~ S 
pupils r io :il 
T:ransfe:r 43.9 39.1 
l~on-transfer 44.5 47.1 52.6 
40 •. 1 
57.2 
l}?otal 
56.6 
50.2 
78 
79 
l.. The content of (Yhrrpte.r r:rr conee:rns the original 
:preted. "J'l:;h1oh serve ilB t,ho fnun~tion for thEi: etudy-: 
2. Th.e tro11~ter f;1tudenta s.re more rei~,s:rd.eii and ove:r-
points; 
CI:IAPTER IV 
001\JCLUSIONS AND REGOMWIBNDATIOMS 
1v1a.:ny studies have been made to find Vihether or not 
the students of the one room rural fachool achieve as much as 
stud.ents of two or more teacher schools. However, not only 
can more evidence be used in this f'ield, but the comparison 
of "High School students who did their elementary work in the 
rural schools with those boys emd girls who finished their 
elementary wo:rk in the grade school of either town or city, 
is a splendid field for research. 
SU:Miv1ARY BASED ON EEADnms IN FtURAL EDUCATION 
l. Consolidation of' schools stimulates better 
attendance and incr'eases the number of rural boys and 
girls who finish High School. 
2. Sixty-five per eent of potential high school 
students are in school. 
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3. A greater :percenta?e of those eligible for :High 
school in the western states are enrolled ths.n in any other 
section of the nation. The data show that the following per-
centages of €Jligibles for high school in the west, north, 
east, and south is eighty-nine and two-tenths, si:xty-five and 
seven-tenths, seventy-three and five-tenths, thirty-three and 
twenty-five hundredths respectively. Utah with an avera.ge of 
ninety-five and six-tenths, exceeds the other states in the 
table, and Georgia, with but tv1.1e111:,y-eight per cent of he:r 
potential high school students in school, has the lowest aver-
age. 
4. Consolidation of schools insures better trained 
teacters than those· in rural schools. 
5. One ro·om. schools are fast disappearing in this 
oount~ry, llowe\'l'er, they still cons·titute fifty-six and seven .. 
tenths per cerit of all the schools o.f the nation. 
6. ixty per oant of ·the next genexation ts voting 
pov .. e:r is in the rural schools. 
7.. Village school~s c,re consistently better tl1an the 
rural schools. 
8. Cities spend four to si:t times as much per class-
room for school buildi:ngs and twenty to thirty ti:mes as much 
fo:r equipment as rural schools. 
9. Schools should teach children to live more 
abundantly. 
10. Students in the :rural schools do not attend. as 
regularly as pupils in the city and town schools. 
11. Buildings are poor, and equipment is more meager 
in rural schools than in the schools of tovms and villages. 
12. Scientific data on the advantages of consolidated 
schools is sorely needed. 
13. The acb.ieve:m.ent of students of town and eity 
schoolE is greater than that of rura.l schools. 
14. Younger, less experienced, and more irrespon-
sible teachers are found in the rural schools than in the 
urban schools. 
15.. The educational qualification.s of rural teachers 
e\re more inadequate than those of city teacJ:1ers .. 
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16. The distribution of time among the various grades, 
aud the \\iide variation of subject matter taught in the one and 
two teacher rural schools greatly redu,ees the :possibility of as 
high pupil achieve:ment as is possible in city schools. 
SU.Mll!.ABY 0]' F IliD INGS BAS]J) ON DATA ]:i'OU1:m DI 
THIS ~STIGATION 
l. A larger peroentage at' transfer pupils are retarded. 
and over age than. non-t:ransf.er students. The average age of 
the non-transfer Btu.dents is five months younger than the aver-
age age of' the transfer pupils. The non-transfer pupils attend 
school more regularly than the transfer Btudents .. 
2. The non-transfer students attended 3.7 more days 
than the transfer pupils. 
The non-transfer pupils were of higher mental 
ability than the transfer pupils. 
4. According to the results obtained by giving the 
Sones-Harry Higl1 School Achievement Test, trie non-transfer 
students rank higher in achievement on e~1ery test, than the 
transfer pupils. 
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The advantage in favor of the non-t1'ansfer t1:roup in 
each division of t11e test is: Language and Literature, twenty-
one and one-tenth, !Jl",E:tthematies, six and one-tonth, Natural 
Soienoe, seven a.nd one-sixth, and i:Jocial·Science, thirteen 
and six-tenths. 
5. The final oonslusion is, that, the rural school is 
less eff'icient. than the town or city school. 
sm,fill1IARY OF REC0ll[U:'1Ji:NTIATI0NS BASED ON Tm: FnlDINGS 
n;r ::i.'HIS STUDY 
1. The small rural districts should be abolished in 
favo1• of a program of consolidation. The realization of the 
above statement ·wonld. enable the :pupils of the one, two, three, 
and four tee.che:r rur;;;:tl schools to hove an equal educational 
opportunity with those of other types of schools, by providing 
a larger taxing uriit·, and a resulting largex amount to spend 
for their educatione,.1 needs. 
2,. The tovm and city schools sl10uld aid in giving 
eomrtry people a larger life and outloo};:. ':the Smith-Leve1· 
act is rendering much service in thi~ regard and the schools 
of both the cit;/ and country should·.~ oin hEnH1S 'Ni th the 
agricultural colleges ir:. the work. 
3. The school should serve a.s a soci<1l cent.or \.,i;ere 
the fundamental social instincts of youth,--recreation, play, 
friendship, and social life r;my he dEveloped. 
4. 'rhe s-cato should raise ·the standard of certifi-
cation for :rural teachers. 
5. The state should specify better libr·ary inst-
ructional equipment and dem.and the fulfillment of those speci-
fied standards. 
6. Funds provided by local initiative should be 
supplemented by the state, in order tbat salaries Il'lflJ'" be 
:raieed and funds be prov·idecl to asEure the teach.er of both 
tenure and more IL'::':.terials 1dth which to work. 
(Eventually the rural people will realize the inad-
equo.cy of their schools and demana the brea1dnc dmm of old 
dis tr :Let lines assurance that their chi.l.d.reL may 
access to a larger educational unit.) 
7. Rurn1 teachers Ethould diE?,:l)lay their ability as 
leaders and consistently encourage ru.ral children to continue 
t,rieir education. 
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